1. Introduction {#sec1-cells-08-00435}
===============

Through studies of binding targets of tyrosine phosphorylated EGFR, growth factor receptor bound protein 7 (Grb7), a 535-amino acid multidomain adaptor protein, was initially identified as an EGFR binding partner \[[@B1-cells-08-00435]\]. Of note, the 535-amino acid protein refers to mouse Grb7, which was originally identified from a mouse library, while the human *GRB7* gene encodes a 532-amino acid protein \[[@B1-cells-08-00435],[@B2-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, Grb7 has been indicated to be involved in the regulation of multiple signal transduction cascades during various physiological and pathological processes \[[@B3-cells-08-00435]\]. Structurally, Grb7 and its related family members Grb10 and Grb14 exhibit conserved domains, such as an N-terminal proline-rich motif, a central GM (named for Grb and Mig) region, and a C-terminal Src-homology 2 (SH2) domain, allowing for multiple protein--protein and protein--lipid interactions \[[@B3-cells-08-00435],[@B4-cells-08-00435]\]. Through interactions with the ERBB protein family, Grb7 has been found to transmit and amplify the oncogenic ERBB protein family-mediated signal transduction cascades that play key roles in regulating cancer development \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B6-cells-08-00435],[@B7-cells-08-00435]\].

Additionally, the human *GRB7* gene is located on chromosome 17q12, in close proximity to the cancer-associated *ERBB2* gene, which has been identified as an *ERBB2* amplicon \[[@B8-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting the coamplification and coexpression of Grb7 and ERBB2 contribute to cancer development. The copy number and expression levels of both *GRB7* and *ERBB2* are highly increased in many human cancers \[[@B9-cells-08-00435],[@B10-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, an increased protein expression level of Grb7 is highly correlated with *ERBB2* gene amplification and ERBB2 oncoprotein expression in invasive cancers \[[@B11-cells-08-00435]\].

This review will provide an overview of the basic properties and regulatory mechanisms of Grb7, as summarized in [Figure 1](#cells-08-00435-f001){ref-type="fig"}, and it will discuss the role of Grb7 signals in ERBB family-mediated cancer development, as illustrated in [Figure 2](#cells-08-00435-f002){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, a summary of the potential clinical applications of Grb7 as a prognostic marker and a therapeutic target in ERBB family-driven cancers is also provided.

1.1. Structure of Grb7 {#sec1dot1-cells-08-00435}
----------------------

### 1.1.1. Proline-Rich Region {#sec1dot1dot1-cells-08-00435}

The N-terminus of the Grb7 protein contains a proline-rich region with five minimal consensus PxxP motifs for Src homology region 3 (SH3)-mediated protein--protein interactions \[[@B4-cells-08-00435]\]. However, the binding proteins of the proline-rich region of Grb7 remain unclear. Although the proline-rich region of the Grb7 adaptor protein family is highly conserved, the proline-rich region of Grb10 has been shown to interact with the SH3 domain of Abelson tyrosine kinase (c-Abl), whereas the SH3 domains of Grb2, Fyn (a Src family tyrosine kinase), and the p85 regulatory subunit of phosphoinositide 3 kinase (PI3-Kinase) do not \[[@B12-cells-08-00435]\].

### 1.1.2. GM Region {#sec1dot1dot2-cells-08-00435}

The GM region possesses approximately 300 amino acids with 50% amino acid identity between the Grb7 adaptor protein family and Mig-10 of *Caenorhabditis elegans* \[[@B13-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, Mig-10 regulates cell migration during embryonic development in *Caenorhabditis elegans*, suggesting an important role of Grb7 in cell migration \[[@B13-cells-08-00435],[@B14-cells-08-00435]\]. There are three domains within the GM region, including an RA (Ral GDS/AF6 or Ras-Associating) domain, a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, a BPS (between PH and SH2 domains), and a PIR (phosphotyrosine interacting region) \[[@B13-cells-08-00435],[@B15-cells-08-00435]\].

Sequence analysis identifies the structural conservation of the RA domain in the Grb7 adaptor protein family \[[@B15-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting the potential ability of Grb7 to interact with small GTPases of the Ras superfamily and in regulating Ras-mediated cancer progression. Of note, using glutathione S-transferase (GST)-tagged Ras binding domain (RBD) of the c-Raf kinase protein (GST-Raf-RBD) pull-down analysis, our study was the first to identify a positive relationship between Grb7 and active Ras in response to EGF stimulation \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, EGF-induced Grb7-mediated Ras activation and ERK phosphorylation are required for breast cancer development \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\]. In addition, both the RA domain and PH domain of Grb7 have been reported to act together in the regulation of cell functions \[[@B16-cells-08-00435],[@B17-cells-08-00435]\]. For instance, the RA-PH domain of Grb7 interacts with the four and a half LIM domains isoform 2 (FHL2), a cancer-associated transcription regulator \[[@B16-cells-08-00435]\]. The interaction between the RA-PH domain of Grb7 and Filamin-A, an actin-binding protein, has been indicated to be involved in forming membrane ruffles in response to EGF stimulation, suggesting a critical role of Grb7-mediated signals in cytoskeletal remodeling \[[@B17-cells-08-00435]\].

The PH domain has been shown to govern cellular signaling events, such as vesicle trafficking or cytoskeletal organization \[[@B18-cells-08-00435]\], and the PH domain of Grb7 has been demonstrated to have protein and/or lipid binding abilities and regulate various cellular functions \[[@B19-cells-08-00435],[@B20-cells-08-00435]\]. Indeed, our study indicated that the PH domain of Grb7 exhibits a high affinity for specific phosphatidylinositol phosphates, especially the D3- and D5-phosphoinositides, in a focal adhesion kinase (FAK)/PI3-kinase signaling axis-dependent manner \[[@B19-cells-08-00435]\]. The interaction between the PH domain of Grb7 and phosphoinositides displays a significant effect on integrin-mediated cell migration \[[@B19-cells-08-00435]\]. By analyzing protein--protein interactions, deletion of an amphiphilic basic amino acid sequence that is located in the proximal region of the PH domain of Grb7 ablates the calmodulin-binding ability of Grb7 \[[@B20-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, the interaction between Grb7 and calmodulin enables cell angiogenic activity, implying the functional effect of Grb7-mediated signals on neovascularization \[[@B20-cells-08-00435]\].

The BPS/PIR region of Grb7 has been shown to interact with the activated insulin receptor in the SH2 domain of Grb7 dependent and independent interactions \[[@B21-cells-08-00435]\], implying a potential role of Grb7 in insulin receptor-mediated signals. Regarding the similarity of the BPS/PIR region across the Grb7 adaptor protein family, the BPS/PIR region of both Grb10 \[[@B22-cells-08-00435]\] and Grb14 \[[@B23-cells-08-00435]\] has been shown to interact with the insulin receptor. Indeed, the BPS/PIR region of Grb10 and Grb14 has been indicated to be involved in the modulation of insulin- and/or insulin-like growth factor 1-mediated signals \[[@B24-cells-08-00435],[@B25-cells-08-00435]\].

### 1.1.3. SH2 Domain {#sec1dot1dot3-cells-08-00435}

For the spatial and temporal effects of Grb7 on the regulation of multiple signal transduction cascades, the SH2 domain of Grb7 functions in a critical role for Grb7 by binding to activated receptor tyrosine kinases/nonreceptor tyrosine kinases or other tyrosine-phosphorylated signaling proteins \[[@B3-cells-08-00435]\]. The SH2 domain of Grb7 has been demonstrated to bind to various phosphotyrosine motifs of its binding partners, such as EGFR \[[@B1-cells-08-00435]\], ERBB2 \[[@B26-cells-08-00435]\], ERBB3 \[[@B27-cells-08-00435]\], ERBB4 \[[@B27-cells-08-00435]\], Ret \[[@B28-cells-08-00435]\], platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) \[[@B29-cells-08-00435]\], EphB1 \[[@B30-cells-08-00435]\], c-Kit \[[@B31-cells-08-00435]\], FAK \[[@B32-cells-08-00435]\], Tek/Tie2 \[[@B33-cells-08-00435]\], SHPTP2 \[[@B34-cells-08-00435]\], and so on. Moreover, the interaction between the SH2 domain of Grb7 and the phosphotyrosine motif of signaling proteins results in distinct cellular outcomes or tumorigenic functions. For instance, synthetic Grb7-binding peptides, which target to the SH2 domain of Grb7, inhibit the interaction between the Grb7 and ERBB family in breast cancer \[[@B7-cells-08-00435]\] and FAK activation in pancreatic cancer \[[@B6-cells-08-00435]\]. However, a seemingly contradictory dual role of Grb7-mediated cellular functions has emerged in several studies. In invasive esophageal carcinoma, the wild-type Grb7 protein and its variant Grb7v isoform that lacks an SH2 domain in the C terminus have been found to exhibit different phosphorylation statuses in response to EGF stimulation \[[@B35-cells-08-00435]\]. Clearly, both Grb7-mediated and Grb7v-mediated cell proliferation occur in an ERK signal-dependent manner, whereas the wild-type Grb7 regulates cell migration via a JNK-dependent signal \[[@B36-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, Grb7v exhibits a higher oncogenic effect than wild-type Grb7 on the anchorage-independent growth of ovarian cancer \[[@B36-cells-08-00435]\]. On the other hand, Grb7, but not Grb7v, facilitates the migration and invasion of ovarian cancer \[[@B36-cells-08-00435]\]. Displaying different phosphorylation statuses and regulating distinct downstream targets of Grb7 and Grb7v might cause different effects of Grb7 and Grb7v on cancer functions. In different types and stages of cancers, the structural statuses and the phosphorylation statuses of Grb7 might also lead to a seemingly contradictory dual role of the SH2 domain of Grb7 in Grb7-mediated oncogenesis. Together, these studies emphasize the critical role of the SH2 domain of Grb7 on physiological and pathological processes.

1.2. Regulatory Mechanisms of Grb7 {#sec1dot2-cells-08-00435}
----------------------------------

### 1.2.1. Phosphorylation {#sec1dot2dot1-cells-08-00435}

Grb7 can be tyrosine phosphorylated by various kinases, including EGFR \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\], EphB1 \[[@B30-cells-08-00435]\], Tek/Tie2 \[[@B33-cells-08-00435]\], FAK \[[@B19-cells-08-00435],[@B38-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435]\], and so on. In human esophageal carcinoma, the tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 has been detected in response to EGF or fibronectin stimulation \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, the SH2 dominant-negative fragment of Grb7 ablates the fibronectin-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7, resulting in a reduction of cancer migration \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistently, EphB1 receptor tyrosine kinase binds to Grb7 and phosphorylates the tyrosine residue of Grb7, which is strongly correlated with EphB1-mediated cell migration \[[@B30-cells-08-00435]\]. Likewise, the SH2 dominant-negative fragment of Grb7 attenuates the regulatory effect of EphB1 on cell migration \[[@B30-cells-08-00435]\].

Similarly, a specific tyrosine residue (Tyr-1100) of Tek receptor tyrosine kinase functions as a functional docking site for binding to Grb7, whereas the mutated Tyr-1100 of Tek abolishes the Grb7-binding ability and tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 by Tek \[[@B33-cells-08-00435]\]. On the other hand, tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 can also be detected when Grb7 binds to HS-1-associated protein X-1 (HAX-1), a cytoskeletal-associated protein that is overexpressed in metastatic cancers \[[@B40-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting the potential role of tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 in cancer development.

In addition to the functional effects of receptor tyrosine kinases on Grb7, nonreceptor tyrosine kinase FAK also endows a critical impact on the tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7. FAK is a critical upstream factor in Grb7-mediated signaling pathways that enable activation by growth factor receptors or integrins during cancer development \[[@B41-cells-08-00435]\]. The binding of Grb7 to the autophosphorylation site, Tyr-397, of FAK results in integrin-mediated cell migration, whereas overexpression of the SH2 domain of Grb7 ablates cell migration towards fibronectin \[[@B32-cells-08-00435]\]. Mechanistically, the SH2 domain of Grb7 has been shown to affect Grb7-mediated cell migration by regulating Grb7 targeting to focal contacts \[[@B38-cells-08-00435]\]. Interestingly, substitution of the SH2 domain of Grb7 with a focal adhesion targeting sequence from FAK restores Grb7-mediated cell migration \[[@B38-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, FAK kinase activity but not the Src family kinases (non-receptor tyrosine kinases) are capable of tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 that subsequently leads to FAK-mediated cell migration \[[@B19-cells-08-00435],[@B38-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistently, our studies indicated that FAK enables phosphorylation of Grb7 on at least two tyrosine residues, Tyr-188 and Tyr-338, upon formation of a complex with FAK \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. The FAK/Grb7 complex regulates the phosphorylation of paxillin and ERK1/2 \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, the formation of the FAK/Grb7 complex or FAK-mediated Grb7 phosphorylation are required for cancer malignancy, such as cell migration, proliferation, and anchorage-independent growth \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. In contrast, tyrosine phosphorylation-deficient mutants of Grb7 ablate integrin-dependent cell migration and proliferation \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies indicate a critical role of FAK in the regulation of the phosphorylation of Grb7 as well as Grb7-mediated cancer development.

Serine/threonine phosphorylation has also been reported to be involved in Grb7-mediated cellular functions. In response to EGF \[[@B8-cells-08-00435]\] or heregulin \[[@B27-cells-08-00435]\] stimulation, the presence of serine and threonine phosphorylation of Grb7 has been investigated in several cellular biological studies. Interestingly, our recent study provided a negative regulatory mechanism for Grb7 via JNK-mediated phosphorylation of Grb7, in which the phospho-Ser194-Pro motif of Grb7 required for binding to peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase Pin1 facilitates the proteasome-mediated degradation of Grb7 protein \[[@B42-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, Pin1-mediated Grb7 protein stability regulates cell cycle progression at the G2-M phase \[[@B42-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies illustrate the varied regulatory mechanisms of Grb7 protein phosphorylation, which take part in physiological and pathophysiological processes.

### 1.2.2. Localization {#sec1dot2dot2-cells-08-00435}

In response to upstream signal activation and the recruitment of downstream signaling molecules, the subcellular localization of Grb7 has been investigated in the cytoplasm, focal adhesions, stress granules, and the nucleus \[[@B19-cells-08-00435],[@B38-cells-08-00435],[@B43-cells-08-00435],[@B44-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistent with the functions of Grb7 and Grb7v as adaptor proteins, the subcellular localization of both Grb7 and Grb7v is primarily in the cytoplasm \[[@B36-cells-08-00435]\]. Furthermore, deletion of the SH2 domain of Grb7 ablates the subcellular localization of Grb7 in focal contacts, thereby resulting in inhibition of Grb7-mediated cell migration \[[@B38-cells-08-00435]\]. Although the PH domain of Grb7 is not necessary for the recruitment of Grb7 to focal contacts, the interaction between the PH domain of Grb7 and phospholipids may recruit Grb7 to the plasma membrane \[[@B19-cells-08-00435]\]. The other close link between its subcellular localization and the functional effects for Grb7 is the interaction of Grb7 and Hu antigen R that is found in the stress granules, indicating Grb7 is an integral component of stress granules \[[@B43-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, Grb7 has been indicated as a key mediator in the formation of the nuclear-cytoplasmic export complex in an EGF signal-dependent manner \[[@B45-cells-08-00435]\]. In response to EGF stimulation, nuclear SHP-2-mediated dephosphorylated nuclear Grb7 recruits KOR mRNA and Hu antigen R, subsequently leading to the nuclear export of KOR mRNA \[[@B45-cells-08-00435]\]. Intriguingly, the calmodulin-binding domain of Grb7, which is located in the proximal region of the PH domain, exhibits a specific sequence with high similarity to nuclear localization signals and regulates the nuclear localization of Grb7 \[[@B44-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistently, the deletion of the calmodulin-binding domain of Grb7 ablates its nuclear localization \[[@B44-cells-08-00435]\]. In contrast, calmodulin antagonist treatment contributes to the enhancement of Grb7 in the nucleus \[[@B44-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting that the nuclear localization of Grb7 is modulated by calmodulin.

### 1.2.3. Dimerization {#sec1dot2dot3-cells-08-00435}

The dimerization or well-defined oligomerization of proteins is a common characteristic of signaling proteins. Although most SH2 domains exist mainly as a monomer, several studies have suggested that the SH2 domain of Grb7 can exist as a homodimer \[[@B46-cells-08-00435],[@B47-cells-08-00435],[@B48-cells-08-00435]\]. Indeed, the dimeric status of the SH2 domain of Grb7 has been demonstrated by using sedimentation equilibrium ultracentrifugation \[[@B46-cells-08-00435]\]. By size-exclusion chromatography, a single point mutation of Grb7 converting phenylalanine 511 to an arginine, F511R, results in a monomeric status of the SH2 domain of Grb7 \[[@B46-cells-08-00435]\]. Functionally, a dimerization-defective mutant F511R of Grb7 fails to regulate Ras activity and ERK1/2 phosphorylation \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting a critical functional effect of the structural status of Grb7 on Grb7-mediated signaling and function. Actually, it has been indicated that the dimerization of the SH2 domain of Grb7 affects the structural integrity and the phosphorylated tyrosine peptide ligand-binding ability of Grb7 \[[@B48-cells-08-00435]\]. Furthermore, a tyrosine phosphorylation-mimic mutation of Grb7 exhibited a reduced thermal stability and a dimerization deficiency \[[@B48-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting that the tyrosine phosphorylation status of Grb7 might affect the dimerization of Grb7. By analyzing the crystal structure of the SH2 domain of Grb7, it was found that the effect on Grb7 dimeric status of a synthetic Grb7-binding peptide, which targets the SH2 domain of Grb7, provides a potential strategy for treating Grb7-mediated cancer progression \[[@B47-cells-08-00435]\].

2. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Development {#sec2-cells-08-00435}
============================================================

2.1. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Survival and Proliferation {#sec2dot1-cells-08-00435}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.1.1. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Survival {#sec2dot1dot1-cells-08-00435}

Grb7- and ERBB family/Grb7-mediated signal transduction cascades have been reported to facilitate cancer cell survival through the regulation of mitochondria-associated apoptotic pathways \[[@B49-cells-08-00435]\]. In contrast, knockdown of *GRB7* expression decreases the expression of the anti-apoptotic B-cell lymphoma-2 (BCL-2) and increases the expression of the pro-apoptotic BCL2-associated X, leading to a significant increase in apoptosis \[[@B49-cells-08-00435],[@B50-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, Grb7 functions as a translational regulator in the regulation of stress granule formation, which is a process used to reduce stress-induced damage and allows the cell to survive \[[@B43-cells-08-00435]\]. Upon experiencing stresses, the recruitment of hypo-phosphorylated Grb7 by RNA-binding protein Hu antigen R (HuR) to stress granules has been shown to stabilize TIA-1, a cytotoxic granule associated RNA binding protein, that aggregates with and enhances the association of HuR with TIA-1, leading to the aggregation of and the enhancement of stress granule integrity \[[@B43-cells-08-00435]\]. When the cell stress is terminated, activated FAK-mediated hyperphosphorylated Grb7 leaves HuR and other stress granule components, leading to the disruption of stress granule integrity \[[@B43-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, FAK-mediated Grb7 phosphorylation is involved in the regulation of cell survival in a nutrient-deficient condition \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\], indicating Grb7 is a key regulator of cell survival. These studies suggest that the distinct phosphorylation statuses of Grb7, which are regulated by FAK, play different roles in response to the dynamic changes of cells. Moreover, Grb7 has been shown to facilitate the binding of protein tyrosine kinase Syk to stress granules \[[@B51-cells-08-00435]\]. Subsequently, Syk enhances the clearance of stress granules through the formation of autophagosomes \[[@B51-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting the critical effects of Grb7 on the recruitment of specific proteins to stress granules to regulate cell survival.

Moreover, several ERBB family-mediated signals contribute to Grb7-mediated cell survival as well as anti-apoptosis in cancer cells. For instance, EGF signaling stimulates an interaction in mitochondria between Grb7 and HS1 associated protein X1 (Hax1) isoform 1, an anti-apoptotic protein, and subsequently regulates cancer apoptosis by affecting caspase3-mediated Hax1 cleavage \[[@B52-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, the RNA interference (RNAi)-mediated gene silencing of *Grb7* together with lapatinib, a dual tyrosine kinase inhibitor that blocks EGFR and ERBB2 signals, contributes to the inhibition of protein kinase B (PKB, also known as AKT) activity and decreased cell viability \[[@B53-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, cosilencing of ERBB2 co-amplified genes, including ERBB2 and GRB7, results in increased apoptosis in cancers \[[@B53-cells-08-00435]\].

### 2.1.2. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Proliferation {#sec2dot1dot2-cells-08-00435}

Upregulation of oncogenic ERBB family-mediated signals stimulates cancer proliferation. The expression of Grb7, one of the most important mediators in ERBB family-mediated signaling, is significantly correlated with cell cycle progression and anchorage-independent growth \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435],[@B42-cells-08-00435],[@B54-cells-08-00435]\], highlighting Grb7 as a critical mediator in ERBB family-mediated cancer proliferation. Indeed, short hairpin RNA-mediated knockdown of *GRB7* expression reduces cancer proliferation and anchorage-independent growth in ERBB2/Grb7-overexpressing breast cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B55-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, the ERBB2/Grb7-mediated Shc/Ras signal transduction cascade has been reported to regulate the proliferation of ERBB2-overexpressing breast cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B54-cells-08-00435]\].

On the other hand, knockdown of *GRB7* expression has been indicated to attenuate ERBB2 and AKT phosphorylation in breast cancer cells, affecting ERBB2-mediated cancer growth in vivo \[[@B56-cells-08-00435]\]. Notably, targeted knockdown of genes in the *ERBB2* amplicon, including *GRB7*, leads to an additive effect on the decreased cell-cycle progression and cancer proliferation \[[@B57-cells-08-00435]\], emphasizing the importance of *GRB7* coamplified with *ERBB2* in their contribution to cancer proliferation.

The protein stability, protein binding ability, and phosphorylation of Grb7 are also critical for Grb7- or ERBB family/Grb7- mediated cancer proliferation. Indeed, Grb7 protein stability modulated by the peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase Pin1 has been implicated in the regulation of cell cycle progression at the G2-M phase \[[@B42-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, the specific Grb7 peptide targeting the SH2 domain of Grb7 efficiently reduces the formation of the Grb7 and ERBB family complex \[[@B7-cells-08-00435]\] and leads to the attenuation of 3D culture colony formation, which reflects a combination of anti-proliferative and/or pro-apoptotic effects on cancer cells \[[@B50-cells-08-00435]\]. Furthermore, Grb7 peptides targeting the SH2 domain of Grb7 impaired the phosphorylation of ERK 1/2 in EGF-stimulated cancers \[[@B50-cells-08-00435]\]. Reportedly, GRB7v, a variant of Grb7 that displays a substitution of the SH2 domain with a hydrophobic sequence, has also been shown to greatly increase cancer proliferation as well as anchorage-independent growth by regulation of ERK signaling \[[@B36-cells-08-00435]\]. Of note, tyrosine phosphorylation-deficient mutants of Grb7 have been shown to regulate the phosphorylation of AKT, ERK1/2, and paxillin, and subsequently ablate cancer proliferation and anchorage-independent growth \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. In addition, EGF-triggered Grb7 tyrosine phosphorylation activates Ras-GTPases and promotes the phosphorylation of ERK1/2, which, in turn, stimulates cancer proliferation and growth \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies indicate critical effects of Grb7- and ERBB family/Grb7-mediated signal transduction cascades on cell fate determination by regulating cell cycle progression, anchorage-independent growth, and proliferation.

2.2. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Migration, Invasion, and Metastasis {#sec2dot2-cells-08-00435}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Migration {#sec2dot2dot1-cells-08-00435}

Grb7- or ERBB family/Grb7- mediated signal transduction cascades have been implicated in the promotion of cancer migration. Indeed, it has been shown that high Grb7 expressing cancer cells exhibit a higher migratory ability than low Grb7 expressing cells \[[@B36-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435],[@B58-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 has also been shown to regulate cancer migration \[[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. In these cancer cells, mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), such as JNK or ERK, are crucial downstream signals regulated by Grb7 in promoting cancer movement \[[@B36-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435],[@B59-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistently, knockdown or inhibition of Grb7 expression or the specific kinase activity of Grb7-mediated downstream signals abrogates Grb7-mediated cancer migration \[[@B36-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435],[@B59-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, several upstream signals contribute to Grb7-mediated cancer migration. For instance, EGF triggers the tyrosine phosphorylation of Caveolin-1, which, in turn, recruits Grb7 to Caveolin-1 and facilitates cell migration \[[@B60-cells-08-00435]\]. As expected, short hairpin RNA-mediated knockdown of *GRB7* expression reduces gap closure migration of cancers in response to the EGF treatment \[[@B55-cells-08-00435]\]. However, no significant difference in cell migration between Grb7 knockdown cells and control cells in the absence of EGF treatment suggests that EGF signaling is critical in Grb7-stimulated cell migration \[[@B55-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, the Grb7 peptide that ablates the interaction between Grb7 and protein tyrosine kinases, including the ERBB family, significantly attenuates cancer movement \[[@B6-cells-08-00435]\]. In ERBB2 positive cancer cells, knockdown of Grb7 has been found to decrease integrin-mediated RAC1 activation as well as integrin-mediated cell movement \[[@B54-cells-08-00435]\]. Beyond this, Grb7 regulates cell migration by interactions with various receptor tyrosine kinases, non-receptor tyrosine kinases, and phospholipids. For instance, the association of Grb7 with EphB1 \[[@B30-cells-08-00435]\] or FAK \[[@B32-cells-08-00435]\] enhances cell migration, whereas overexpression of the Grb7 SH2 domain reduces EphB1- or FAK-mediated cell migration \[[@B30-cells-08-00435],[@B32-cells-08-00435]\]. Intrinsically, the deletion of the Grb7 SH2 domain, which ablates the distribution of Grb7 in focal contacts, might affect the Grb7-stimulated cell migration \[[@B38-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, the PH domain of Grb7 has also been shown to regulate cell migration by binding to phosphoinositides, especially D3- and D5-phosphoinositides \[[@B19-cells-08-00435]\].

### 2.2.2. Grb7 Signaling in ERBB Family-Mediated Cancer Invasion and Metastasis {#sec2dot2dot2-cells-08-00435}

The coexpression of Grb7 with the ERBB family, especially EGFR and ERBB2, is significantly correlated with the invasion of advanced esophageal carcinomas \[[@B61-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, the overexpression of Grb7 is positively correlated with the presence of lymph node metastases of esophageal carcinomas \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting a critical role of Grb7 in metastatic progression. Due to the identification of metastasis-acquired ERBB2 alterations in patients with breast cancer brain metastases, Grb7 has been recently indicated as one of the most recurrently upregulated genes in cancers \[[@B62-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies highlight Grb7 as a critical mediator in ERBB family-mediated cancer invasion and metastasis. In addition, specific Grb7 peptides targeting the SH2 domain of Grb7, which blocks EGF/EGFR signal-mediated ERK activation \[[@B50-cells-08-00435]\], or knockdown of *GRB7*, which ablates MMP-9 expression \[[@B49-cells-08-00435]\], attenuate cancer invasion. Moreover, GRB7-mediated ERK/forkhead box M1 (FOXM1) signaling has been suggested to be an oncogenic convergence in the stimulation of cancer invasion \[[@B59-cells-08-00435]\]. Consistently, inhibition of the specific kinase activity of Grb7-mediated downstream signals significantly reduces Grb7-mediated cancer invasion \[[@B59-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, an interaction between Grb7 and calmodulin has been indicated in the regulation of cell angiogenic activity, suggesting a critical role of Grb7 in cancer metastatic spread and the development of neovascularization \[[@B20-cells-08-00435]\]. In a mouse model, Grb7 peptide inhibitor, which selectively blocks the interactions between Grb7 and ERBB family proteins or FAK \[[@B6-cells-08-00435],[@B7-cells-08-00435]\] as well as blocking the phosphorylation of Grb7 protein, significantly ablates the peritoneal metastasis of pancreatic cancer cells \[[@B6-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies highlight the important functional effects of Grb7 and the ERBB family/Grb7 on cancer malignancy by modulating cancer invasive and metastatic abilities.

3. Cooverexpression and Coamplification of the Grb7 and ERBB Family in Clinical Applications {#sec3-cells-08-00435}
============================================================================================

Cooverexpression or coamplification of Grb7 and the ERBB family has been clinically investigated in human breast cancers \[[@B62-cells-08-00435],[@B63-cells-08-00435]\], cervical cancers \[[@B49-cells-08-00435]\], invasive Barrett's carcinoma \[[@B64-cells-08-00435]\], advanced esophageal carcinoma \[[@B61-cells-08-00435]\], and gastric cancers \[[@B10-cells-08-00435],[@B65-cells-08-00435]\]. Numerous empirical studies have verified that ErbB family/Grb7-regulated signaling contributes to the malignant characteristics of cancers, emphasizing Grb7 as a promising prognostic marker and a potential therapeutic target in ERBB family-mediated cancer. Indeed, both *GRB7* and *ERBB2* are key genes that predict the recurrence of breast cancer in clinical trials \[[@B66-cells-08-00435],[@B67-cells-08-00435]\]. Based on the critical role of Grb7 in cancer, a Grb7 peptide targeting the specific Grb7 SH2 phosphotyrosine binding site that prevents Grb7-mediated signaling appears to be a promising targeted therapeutic candidate against malignant cancers. Furthermore, combination treatment with the Grb7 peptide and ERBB family-targeted drugs display cooperative functions in cancer therapy. The following will describe and discuss in detail the development of a Grb7 expression-based prognostic assay and Grb7-related therapeutics in ERBB family-mediated cancers.

3.1. Grb7 and Coamplification/Cooverexpression of Grb7 and the ERBB Family in Clinical Studies {#sec3dot1-cells-08-00435}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical studies have indicated that upregulation of Grb7 is significantly correlated with the recurrence and low survival of patients with cancer \[[@B50-cells-08-00435],[@B63-cells-08-00435],[@B68-cells-08-00435],[@B69-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting critical roles of Grb7 during cancer development and treatment. Moreover, several studies have revealed that the consistent upregulation of Grb7 and the ERBB family facilitates the development of cancer malignancies. By cloning receptor targets using the tyrosine phosphorylated C-terminus of EGFR as a probe, Grb7 was initially identified as an EGFR binding protein \[[@B1-cells-08-00435]\]. Actually, the coexpression of Grb7 with EGFR was significantly related to advanced esophageal carcinomas with extramucosal invasion, whereas this phenomenon was not induced by the sole expression of Grb7 or EGFR \[[@B61-cells-08-00435]\]. Intrinsically, our studies indicated that EGF-induced de novo Grb7 tyrosine phosphorylation/activation is essential for the tumorigenicity \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting that expression and activation of both Grb7 and EGFR might collaboratively function as a critical point in cancer developmental processes.

By using comparative genomic hybridization microarray analyses of human chromosome 17q12 in the *ERBB2* amplicon, where *GRB7* is located on the chromosome next to *ERBB2*, the copy number and expression levels of genes within the *ERBB2* amplicon, such as *GRB7* and *ERBB2*, were highly increased in human breast cancers \[[@B9-cells-08-00435]\], gastric cancers \[[@B10-cells-08-00435]\], high grade intraepithelial neoplasia, and invasive Barrett's carcinoma \[[@B64-cells-08-00435]\]. Moreover, the elevated protein expression of Grb7 is strongly correlated with *ERBB2* gene amplification as well as ERBB2 overexpression in invasive breast cancer \[[@B11-cells-08-00435]\]. Cooverexpression of Grb7 and ERBB2 are strongly associated with a worse prognosis than that of ERBB2 overexpression alone \[[@B63-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting the clinical significance of both Grb7 and ERBB2 genes/proteins expression in cancer development. Several empirical studies showed that Grb7 associates with ERBB2 \[[@B54-cells-08-00435]\] and facilitates ERBB2-mediated cancer migration and proliferation \[[@B54-cells-08-00435],[@B70-cells-08-00435]\]. Of note, our study indicates that the anti-cancer effect is synergized by cotreatment with Herceptin, an ERBB2-targeted monoclonal antibody, plus Grb7 knockdown in ERBB2^+^ breast cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\], reflecting the tight correlation between Grb7 and ERBB2 in cancer progression and treatment.

3.2. Grb7 as a Prognostic Marker in Cancer {#sec3dot2-cells-08-00435}
------------------------------------------

In clinical prognosis, metastasis is one of major risk factors affecting mortality in patients with diagnosed malignant cancers. In agreement with the clinical relevance of the Grb7 expression level in cancer malignancy, overexpression of Grb7 was significantly correlated with the lymph node-positive status of cancer metastasis \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, the elevated expression of Grb7 was highly correlated with late clinical stage or low survival in patients with cancers, including breast cancers \[[@B63-cells-08-00435],[@B68-cells-08-00435]\] and esophageal carcinoma \[[@B37-cells-08-00435]\]. In addition, several studies indicated that the inhibition of Grb7 expression reduced motility/invasion and promoted the apoptosis-mediated cell death of malignant cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435],[@B50-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, our studies and others have further investigated the EGF/EGFR-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7 that is involved in aggressive and malignant features of cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435],[@B37-cells-08-00435],[@B39-cells-08-00435]\]. Clinically, high expression of both Grb7 and the ERBB family, especially ERBB2, are highly associated with a poor prognosis of patients with breast cancer \[[@B63-cells-08-00435]\]. These studies highlighted Grb7 as a valuable prognostic marker of survival in ERBB family-regulated cancers.

Predictive factors of cancer drug response and recurrence are also important indicators during cancer treatment. In triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) patients treated with standard adjuvant anthracycline and taxane therapy, the five-year recurrence rates were 10.5% and 20.4% in the low and the high *GRB7* RNA expression groups, respectively \[[@B69-cells-08-00435]\]. In addition, high *GBR7* expression was correlated with resistance to neoadjuvant doxorubicin and taxane therapy \[[@B69-cells-08-00435]\]. The expression levels of both Grb7 and ERBB2 provide valuable and predictive information based on an empirical relationship between Grb7 and the ERBB family in malignant cancer development and treatment. In clinical trials, both *GRB7* and *ERBB2* have been indicated as two key genes in the 21 gene recurrence score assay to predict the recurrence of tamoxifen-treated breast cancer \[[@B66-cells-08-00435],[@B67-cells-08-00435],[@B71-cells-08-00435]\]. Together, these studies indicate high *GRB7* expression is a highly significant predictor for recurrence after cancer treatment.

3.3. Grb7 as a Therapeutic Target in Cancer {#sec3dot3-cells-08-00435}
-------------------------------------------

In agreement with the importance of the SH2 phosphotyrosine binding site of Grb7 in Grb7-mediated signal transduction cascades and cancer malignancy, the specific Grb7 peptide targeting the SH2 phosphotyrosine binding site of Grb7 efficiently blocks Grb7-mediated signal transduction cascades. Using phage display random peptide libraries as ligands to the SH2 domain of Grb7, Pero et al. found that peptides containing a nonphosphorylated Tyr-X-Asn (YXN) motif exhibited high specificity and binding affinity to the SH2 domain of Grb7 \[[@B7-cells-08-00435]\]. Subsequently, the Grb7-peptide 18-no arms thioether (termed G7-18NATE) was developed and displayed high binding specificity for the SH2 domain of Grb7, but not the SH2 domain of the closely related Grb2 or Grb14 \[[@B7-cells-08-00435]\]. By protein structure analysis, a specific amino acid arginine 462 (R642) in Grb7 has been identified as mediating the interaction between the SH2 domain of Grb7 and G7-18NATE \[[@B72-cells-08-00435]\]. In contrast, the Grb7 R462S mutant exhibits a significant decrease in binding affinity for G7-18NATE \[[@B72-cells-08-00435]\]. G7-18NATE has been found to ablate the interaction between Grb7 and the ERBB family in a dose-dependent manner in breast cancer cells \[[@B7-cells-08-00435]\]. Of note, G7-18NATE also selectively blocked the interaction between Grb7 and FAK and blocked the tyrosine phosphorylation of Grb7, as well as significantly reducing the migration and peritoneal metastasis of pancreatic cancer in preclinical studies \[[@B6-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, the finding of no significant deleterious effects of G7-18NATE on nonmalignant cells \[[@B73-cells-08-00435]\] or animals \[[@B6-cells-08-00435]\] suggests the long-term safety and well tolerability of peptides targeting Grb7 in patients with cancers. Based on the crystal structure analysis, several studies improved the affinity of specific peptide inhibitors of Grb7, such as G7-B1 and G7-B4, over G7-18NATE \[[@B74-cells-08-00435],[@B75-cells-08-00435]\]. Indeed, a new series of bicyclic G7 peptides exhibited an enhanced binding affinity to the SH2 domain of Grb7 \[[@B74-cells-08-00435],[@B75-cells-08-00435]\]. According to the structure-based progression, a new optimized bicyclic peptide that displays high specificity for the SH2 domain of Grb7 has been recently developed to block the interaction between Grb7 and the ERBB family in cancer cells \[[@B76-cells-08-00435]\]. By improvement of the drug delivery system, the conjugation of G7-18NATE to cell-penetrating peptides, such as Penetratin, has exhibited effective cytosolic delivery of G7-18NATE and migration inhibition of breast cancer cells \[[@B77-cells-08-00435],[@B78-cells-08-00435]\]. Due to Grb7 being a potential therapeutic target in cancer, these studies improved the efficiency of the Grb7 inhibitor and promoted the development of Grb7-targeted therapies.

Understanding the detailed regulatory mechanisms of Grb7 in cancer development can provide alternative methods for cancer therapy. Recently, a study indicated a negative correlation between miR-193a-3p and *GRB7* in ovarian cancers \[[@B79-cells-08-00435]\]. miR-193a-3p has been shown to directly target the 3′ UTR of *GRB7* \[[@B79-cells-08-00435]\], suggesting possible Grb7-targeted therapies by tumor suppressor miRNAs. Targeting Grb7-mediated signaling has also been indicated in cancer therapy. The tyrosine phosphorylation of EGFR was ablated in *GRB7* knockdown ERBB2^+^ breast cancer, suggesting the effects of Grb7-mediated EGFR activation on the malignancy of ERBB2^+^ breast cancer \[[@B80-cells-08-00435]\]. Taking advantage of this novel regulatory phenomenon, panitumumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody targeting EGFR, has been shown to significantly decrease the proliferation of ERBB2^+^ breast cancer \[[@B80-cells-08-00435]\].

As numerous studies have illustrated, Grb7 amplifies oncogenic signals to promote cancer development, thereby highlighting that targeting both Grb7 and Grb7-amplified oncogenic signals provides a synergistic therapeutic effect on anti-cancer therapy. Clinically, patients with ERBB2^+^ breast cancer treated with two approved therapies targeting ERRB2, Herceptin and lapatinib, tend to experience relapses or malignant outcomes \[[@B81-cells-08-00435]\], indicating that improvements in anti-cancer treatment are urgently required. Due to the upregulation of Grb7, which is correlated with recurrence and low survival in patients with cancer \[[@B50-cells-08-00435],[@B63-cells-08-00435],[@B68-cells-08-00435],[@B69-cells-08-00435]\], combination treatments targeting both Grb7 and oncogenic signals provide potential therapeutic strategies. Actually, our study indicates that there are synergistic anti-cancer effects of cotreatment with Herceptin and shRNA targeting *GRB7* in ERRB2^+^ breast cancers \[[@B5-cells-08-00435]\]. Additionally, combination treatment with Grb7 peptide and Herceptin or doxorubicin display cooperative anti-cancer effects \[[@B73-cells-08-00435]\]. Together, these studies suggest that combination treatment with shRNA or peptides targeting Grb7 and chemotherapy, or targeted therapy improves the efficiency of anti-cancer therapy.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-cells-08-00435}
==============

Grb7 as a functionally multidomain adaptor is essential for cancer development by binding to phospho-tyrosine-related oncogenic signaling molecules to amplify oncogenic signal transduction cascades. In particular, the multifunctional features of Grb7 have been emphasized as being involved in ERBB family-mediated cancer malignancy. However, the functional role and pathological significance of Grb7 in vivo, during the entire process of ERBB family-mediated cancer development, as well as tumor microenvironment formation need to be illustrated. Based on preclinical and clinical studies, the upregulation of Grb7 in numerous human cancers highlights Grb7 as a potential prognostic marker and a therapeutic target. Currently, the use of the expression of both *GRB7* and *ERBB* in the prediction of the recurrence of breast cancer has been validated in a clinical trial. Additionally, shRNA or peptides targeting Grb7 expression or the SH2 phosphotyrosine binding site display promising anti-cancer effects in preclinical studies. Since the Grb7 protein interacts with several oncogenic protein tyrosine kinases, especially the ERBB family, combination therapy with peptides targeting Grb7 and protein tyrosine kinase-targeting agents/drugs can be viewed as an innovative therapeutic intervention. Of note, the detailed regulatory mechanisms, side effects, proper dose, tolerability, as well as treatment-induced resistant cancers against molecules targeting Grb7 or in combination with protein tyrosine kinase-targeting agents/drugs remains to be evaluated. Collectively, the molecular mechanisms and cellular functions of Grb7 in ERBB family-mediated cancer have provided valuable basic and clinical information for targeting Grb7 or Grb7-amplified oncogenic signals to improve the outcomes of human cancer cases.
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![Schematic structure of Grb7. Grb7 contains an N-terminal proline-rich (PR) region, a GM (Grb and Mig) region, and a C-terminal SH2 domain. The N-terminal PR region contains five minimal consensus proline-rich (PxxP) motifs that are responsible for SH3-mediated protein--protein interactions. The GM region is composed of an RA (Ral GDS/AF6 or Ras-Associating) domain, a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, a BPS (Between the PH and SH2 domains)/PIR (phosphotyrosine interacting region) that binds to Ras, FHL2, Filamin-A, phosphoinositides, calmodulin, or insulin receptors et al. In the GM region, there are two major tyrosine phosphorylation sites at Y188 and the Y338, which can be phosphorylated by focal adhesion kinase (FAK). One serine phosphorylation site at S194 is phosphorylated by c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK). The phosphotyrosine motif of numerous molecules, such as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family or FAK, has been indicated in their association with the C-terminal SH2 domain of Grb7.](cells-08-00435-g001){#cells-08-00435-f001}

![Signal transduction and function of Grb7 in ERBB family-mediated cancer development. ERBB family-mediated Grb7 signal transduction modulates survival, anti-apoptosis, proliferation, migration, and invasion of cancer. For instance, epidermal growth factor (EGF) stimulated-Grb7-Hax1 interactions regulate cancer apoptosis. EGF-induced Grb7 tyrosine phosphorylation activates Ras-GTPases and extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1/2 (ERK1/2) contributes to cancer proliferation. The ERBB2/Grb7-regulated Shc/Ras signal modulates cancer proliferation. The EGF signal mediates cell migration by an enhanced association and recruitment of Grb7 and Caveolin-1. Grb7 modulates cancer invasion by mediating EGF/EGFR signal-mediated ERK activation or matrix metallopeptidase 9 (MMP-9) expression. Grb7 is also involved in the integrin/FAK-, phosphoinositide-, or calmodulin-mediated cell functions. By interacting with FAK or phosphoinositides, Grb7 regulates cell migration. In addition, the interaction between Grb7 and calmodulin modulates cell angiogenic activity.](cells-08-00435-g002){#cells-08-00435-f002}
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